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Air systems trap dust, chemicals, pollutants, even allergens. 
In fact, your HVAC system can act as a collection source for 
these contaminants, constantly circulating them season after 
season.  Having our technicians clean your entire system 
(furnace, coils, air ducts, registers and grills) Stanley Steemer 
creates a cleaner, healthier environment for you and your 
guests. With the most advanced equipment in the industry, our 
agitation tools allow us to safely and thoroughly clean all types 
of HVAC systems, quickly and efficiently. 

AIR DUCT

Our powerful hot water and extraction 
cleaning process provides the 
deep cleaning your upholstery needs 
to look and smell like new again. 
Our professionally trained 
technicians determine the best 
cleaning option for your specific 
piece of furniture, then provide a deep 
clean you could never get yourself.

For over 60 years, Stanley Steemer has provided superior 
carpet cleaning to customers across the country. By using the 
method most carpet manufacturers recommend – hot water 
extraction – we get the dirt other methods can’t.

▪ Protector - Helps resist dirt, spills and
everyday traffic.

▪ Deodorizer - Neutralizes odors,
eliminates them at their source.

CARPET

UPHOLSTERY

Stanley Steemer is the 
first carpet cleaning 
service certified asthma 
& allergy friendly™ by 
the Asthma & Allergy 
Foundation of America. 

We remove an average of 94% 
of common allergens.
asthma & allergy friendly™ Certification applies to Carpet Cleaning services 
only. ASTHMA & ALLERGY FRIENDLY and ASTHMA & ALLERGY FRIENDLY LOGO are 
Certification Marks and Trademarks of ALLERGY STANDARDS LIMITED. The ASTHMA 

AND ALLERGY FOUNDATION OF AMERICA is a Registered Trademark of AAFA. 

We don’t just push the dirt and dust around. We extract it.  
Our hardwood cleaning machine actually extracts the dirt from deep 
within your wooden floors, revealing the luster and beauty you’re 
looking for.

Since reaction time is critical, our certified 
professionals are on call around the clock, 
24 hours a day, with emergency water 
services to immediately address the problem.

▪ Pump out any freestanding water
▪ Extract water from carpet, padding

and upholstery

▪ Locate hidden pockets of water with
infrared camera and moisture sensors

HARDWOOD

24 HOUR
EMERGENCY WATER
SERVICES

Mops and brooms simply push the dirt 
around. Our cleaning process revives 
the look of tile and grout by extracting 
stubborn dirt from deep within the 
pores and grout lines. 

▪ Protect your grout with Clear Seal
▪ Change the look of your grout

with Color Seal

COLOR SEAL & CLEAR SEAL

We begin by stripping old wax and finish from the floor, removing 
any stains or unwanted buildup that may have occurred over 
time. Then, we apply multiple coats of commercial-grade wax, 
which protects LVT or VCT from the wear and tear that is 
common in heavily used commercial areas. The goal is to fill in 
any unwanted scratches, creating a smooth, bright finish on the 
floor surface.

TILE & GROUT

LVT/VCT
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